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SDACCEL DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENTBACKGROUNDER

SDAccel has also been architected to enable CPU/ GPU developers to easily migrate their applications to F PGAs while 

maintaining and reusing their OpenCL, C, and C++  code in a familiar workflow. A large amount of code and libraries exist in C and 

C++  format.  The ability to work in OpenCL, C, or C++  is a major benefit to developers who wish to leverage diff erent code from 

their existing code base, use third party libraries, or even continue to develop in a mix of OpenC L, C, or C++  as the application 

warrants.     

The SDAccel development environment is complete with the programmer-ready , Eclipse-based IDE, a host of C-based FPGA 

optimized libraries, as well as COTS platforms ready for data center use. Data-center-ready acceleration b oards are available from 

Convey Computer, Alpha Data Parallel Systems, and Pico Computing.  More COTS partners will be added early in 2015. SDAccel 

libraries include OpenCL built-ins, DSP, Video, and linear algebra libraries for high performance low power implementations. F or 

domain-specific acceleration, Xilinx Alliance member Auviz Systems provides optimized OpenC V and BLAS SDAccel-compatible 

libraries. 

Application developers can start to use SDAccel entirely in the x86 emulation space to get their code functional. When they are 

confident of their algorithms, they can profile the code to find code sections that would benefit from acceleration. Developers  can 

then take these targeted sections and seamlessly use fast, automatically generated, cycle-accurate simulations of the accele rated 

kernels.  These fast simulations can be used to debug and optimize the amount of acceleration while still working at an 

architectural level. The proven application is ready to port to the host/ FPGA system. The SDAccel Development Environment 

supports all of these activities from a single coc kpit.

SDAccel libraries contribute substantially to SDAccel’s CPU/ GPU-like development experience. These libraries include low-level 

math libraries and higher-productivity libraries suc h as BLAS, OpenCV, and DSP libraries. These libraries are written in C++  (as 

opposed to RTL), so that they can be used exactly as written during all development and debugging phases. Early in a project, all 

development will be done on the CPU host. Because the SDAccel libraries are written in C++ , they can simply be compiled along 

with the application code for a CPU target—creating a virtual prototype—whic h permits all testing, debugging, and initial profiling 

to occur initially on the host. During this phase, no F PGA is needed.

Once the application has been initially debugged and profiled, the critical functions in need of hardware acceleration can be 

compiled for co-simulation, with the accelerated functions running on a C PU-based RTL simulator. At this point, the software 

development team can observe the resulting performance and verify that the application will meet performance objectives. R TL 

simulation gives a very accurate picture of the performance to be e xpected from FPGA hardware acceleration so this ability gives 

the development team a very good performance estimate and a high level of assurance that the produced F PGA configuration 

exactly reproduces the behavior and results of the application source code.
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A System for Energy Measurements on Accelerators 

• Using SEMA, we can accurately measure both the performance and energy consumption of a given application running Intel Xeon Phi 7120, Nvidia Tesla 
K40 and an Alpha Data ADM7V3

• SEMA is made up of multiple Texas Instruments INA226 current shunt monitors which measure device power rails with built-in delta-sigma ADCs that 
can sample at 500 KHz 

• SEMA sensors measure the power for the 3.3V and 12V rail from the motherboard and the multiple external 12V power connector 

• SEMA sensors are polled at 10khz and samples are recorded at millisecond intervals 

• Evaluated with the OpenCL SHOC L1 benchmark

• Working on offering this platform in the form of a HaaS model contact: servesh.muralidharan@ichec.ie
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Management Network
- 1Gbit Ethernet
- Power control & node 
management
- Separate vlan on 1Gbit 
switch

Compute Nodes (8)
- Dell R220 (1U)
- 1 x Haswell E3-1241 v3
- 32 GiB RAM
- 1 x FPGA
- 1 Gbit Ethernet

Login/Storage Node (1)
- Dell R730 (2U)
- 2 x Haswell E5-2650 v3
- 128 GiB RAM
- 10Gbit Ethernet
- 10Gbit Internet 
connectivity

Storage / Admin Node (1)
- Dell R730 (2U)
- 1 x Haswell E5-2630 v3
- 64 GiB RAM
- 10 Gbit Ethernet
- 4 x 1.2TB SAS (RAID)
- Filesystem accessible 
from all nodes

Internet

Management

Storage / Compute

1Gbit Ethernet
( 10 Gbit file
server uplink )


